Abstract. Power analysis, proposed by Paul Kocher in 1998, is now a common kind of side channel attack on cryptographic devices. Mask technology protects devices by randomizing the intermediate values that are processed by cryptographic devices which makes the power consumption independent of the intermediate values. In this paper, we introduce three mask protections, and make a comparison of them by attacking them on simulation platform.
Introduction
While running, any cryptographic device cannot avoid leaking various types of information, such as power consumption, sound wave, electromagnetic wave and so on, which are called side channel information. After being collected, processed and analyzed, side-channel information can be used to recover secret information of cryptographic devices. Such attacks which are carried out by making use of the side-channel information are called Side Channel Attack (SCA). Power analysis, which was put forward in 1998 by Paul Kocher, is currently one of the most widely used side-channel attack method. It recovers secret information by analyzing power consumption of cryptographic devices. Nowadays, researches on power analysis develop quickly. There have been many deep studies on attacks and countermeasures for common cryptographic algorithms such as DES, AES, RSA and so on.
As cryptographic devices such as smart cards are widely used nowadays, faced with great threat form side-channel attack, researchers put forward a serious of useful countermeasures, one of which is mask protection. By randomizing the intermediate values operated by cryptographic devices, mask protection eliminates dependencies between power consumption and operated data, so as to achieve the purpose of security protection. This paper takes DES algorithm for example, makes a comparison of three implementations of mask protection, and contrasts the effects of these methods by experiment. The experiment device we use in this paper is Riscure's Inspector power analysis software.
Differential Power Analysis
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is the most popular power analysis method nowadays. It exploit the data dependency of power consumption of cryptographic devices. DPA use a large number of power traces to analyze the power consumption at a fixed moment of time as a function of the processed data.
This attack strategy consists of five steps. 
Three Mask Protections
To against the threat of DPA, researchers worked out some effective countermeasures, one of which is mask protection. Now, we introduce three mask protections in detail.
Akkar's Protection
In this protection, a boolean mask X is applied before the Initial Permutation IP (we XOR the 64-bit message M with a 64-bit value X), and it will not be removed until the Final Permutation FP. The only non-linear part of DES algorithm is the S-Box. As a result of using the protective countermeasure, we need a modified S-Box to make the algorithm executing correctly.
The main process (one round) of the protection is as Fig. 1 , where: l X1 represents the 64-bit value IP(X); l IP represents the initial permutation; l X1 0−31 (respectively X1 32−63 ) represents the 32-bit low-weight (respectively high-weight) part of the 64-bit mask X; l X2 represents the 48-bit value EP(X1 32−63 ); l EP represents the expansive permutation of a DES round.
At the beginning of the algorithm, the message M (64-bit) will be masked by a 64-bit mask X.
Then we start with the value M ⊕ X. As X is known, by the introduction before, it is easy to get the values of X1 and X2. To reestablish the mask X1 at each round, we will use a modified S-box, denoted SM-Box. The result of SM-Box, which will be permutated by Permutation P and be XORed with the left part message, must have a mask corresponding to X132-63. So, the SM-Box must satisfy that:
where P_inv is the inverse of the permutation P.
It is also necessary to modify the left part of the message (XOR it with X1 0-31 ⊕ X1 32-63 ), so that the mask X1 will be preserved at the end of the round. Fig. 1 
Rivain's Protection
The main idea of this countermeasure is splitting real value into three parts, so that adversary can not get the real value algorithm processes. More specifically, the cipher state p and secret key k are represented by three shares --(p0, p1, p2) and (k0, k1, k2), which satisfy following relations:
In order to ensure the security, (p1, p2) and (k1, k2), which are called masks, are generated randomly. As p and k are known, p0 and k0 can be calculated by the preceding equations.
The round transformation of this protection is as Fig. 2： Fig. 2 The main problem of this transformation is SecSbox. If this problem can be solved, then the protection algorithm can be implemented as follows:
3. for r = 0 to 15 do 4.
(k0, k1, k2) = α sec ((k0, k1, k2), r)
5.
(p0, p1, p2) = (p0 ⊕ k0, p1 ⊕ k1, p2 ⊕ k2)
6. (p′1, p′2) = rand() 7.
for j = 1 to 8 do 8.
(p′0) j = SecSbox(S j , (p0) j , (p1) j , (p2) j , (p′1) j , (p′2) j ) 9.
(p0, p1, p2) = (P(p′0), P(p′1), P(p′2))
return p0 ⊕p1 ⊕p2
The inputs of this algorithm are: a plaintext P, a masked key k0 = K ⊕ k1 ⊕ k2 with random masks (k1, k2). The output is ciphertext C. Let's consider about the implementation of SecSbox. As we described above, j-th SecSbox's inputs are: a masked values p0 j (denoted x', if the real value is x, then x' = x ⊕ r1 ⊕ r2), a pair of input masks (p1 j , p2 j ) (denoted r1 and r2), a pair of output masks (p′1 j , p′2 j ) (denoted s1 and s2) and a LUT S j (as known as Sbox, denoted S), and output is the masked Sbox shall output S(x) ⊕ s1 ⊕ s2.
Following algorithm is one of the proposals which satisfy above requirements:
3. for a = 0 to 2
Variable n in above algorithm means the number of bits of SecSbox input, and it is 6 in case of DES.
Our Proposal
Inspired by Rivain's work, we proposed a new protection countermeasure. The main process of this protection in one round is show as Fig. 3 .
As Rivain's algorithm, we split the right part R into three shares to hide the real value. Additionally, we XOR a random number r with R before it entering SecXor module, and r will be removed in SecXor module. During SecXor operation, we add the real value with a global variable gcnt which will be eliminated in SecSbox.
SecSbox has three inputs: data (48-bit), random mask ra (48-bit) and random mask rb (48-bit), and three outputs. We divide inputs into eight parts (6 bits each part), each into a corresponding Sbox, and finally we combine the outputs of all Sboxes as three outputs. SecSbox consists of eight same Sboxes, each Sbox has three parts and each part has the same structure which is as Fig. 4 . do_i in the Fig. 4 denotes S(i), the output of a standard Sbox in DES algorithm with input i. The busy signal is used to trigger an rotation operation, and do_i can be rotated to do_(i+gcnt) by gcnt rotation operations. By performing this operation, the global variable gcnt will be eliminated, which ensures that the output of protection algorithm is as the same as normal DES. 
Attack in practice
For the three protections above, we get 100000 power consumption curves each by simulation software and analysis the curves by Inspector. The result is as follows:
Akkar's protection:
We can reveal the correct key by only 6000 curves, and the result shows as Table 1.   Sbox  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8   Subkey  0x23  0x1D  0x1C  0x27  0x38  0x33  0x31  0x32 Correction 0.1095 0.0800 0.1106 0.0848 0.0593 0.0439 0.0689 0.0627 Table 1 Rivain's protection:
We can get the key by about all 80000 curves, and the result shows as Table 2 Our protection: After processing all 100000 curves, we can't find the correct key of algorithm, and the result shows as Table 3.   Sbox  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8   Subkey  0x30  0x16  0x10  0x30  0x12  0x09  0x3A  0x3E Correction 0.0446 0.0966 0.0402 0.1110 0.0363 0.0692 0.0773 0.0334 Table 3 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce three protection countermeasures in detail and analyze the simulation curves of these protections. By comparing the results of power analysis, we find that Akkar's protection is too weak under the attack nowadays. Rivain's protection have some effect, but is not good enough. Compared to Rivain's work, the protection we proposed has some improvements which have been proved effectively in practice.
